Osier Joins Presidential
Race, Lists Priorities
Calling for the immediate establishment of a new judicial system
and a reorganization of Senate
finances, John P. Osier '70 has
announced his candidacy for the
office of Senate President. He will
be running-against David W. Steuber '70 in Thursday's election.
Candidate David Sarasohn '71 withdrew from the race Sunday night,
after winning- his battle-to have the
Senate change its rules requiring
that candidates for the presidency
be rising seniors.
Osier's statement calls for the
"immediate establishment of a fair
and workable judicial system." He
proposes to use the Report of the
Commission on Judicial Procedures as a basic document, incorporating into It the amendments
proposed by the Senate in late
. October. The new system, according to Osier's plan, would go into
immediate effect as the Senate
sought provisional approval of it
from the faculty and administration.
The statement cites a memorandum from Associate Dean of Community life Roy Heath reminding '
students of the present social regulations as evidence of "the discrepancy between theory Nand
. practice as regards our social regulations." The new system, he
said, must be enacted "before an
opportunity presents itself for the
present one to take its toll in student explusions."

Osier also declared his support
for a revised version of the proposed curriculum which he said
would be released in the near future. According to the statement,
the Curriculum Committee will
change its recommendations for
distribution requirements to "distribution guidelines," and also propose a voluntary physical education
requirement. He said the Senate
should move to discern student
opinion on the "crucial aspects"
of the new curriculum and make
its position known to the faculty.
The third recommendation in
Osier's statement is to separate
Senate finances from the "general
fee" in accordance with a recommendation made by President
Lockwood this fall.
Throughout the statement, Osier
emphasizes that the Senate must be
representative of student opinion.
"The Senate's job is to further the
interests of the student body; it
must express student opinion and
then work diligently toward the
enactment of student goals."
Steuber's platform, says that the
new Senate's function must be "to
acknowledge, and to serve as a
spearhead of change existing on the
Trinity campus." He said that the
Senate must "refrain from Its past
tactics of crisis orientation," proposing a program designed to " reorganize" the Senate in order to
"regain student respect and student interest."
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Senate Meets, Amends Two Rules;
Sarasohn Leaves Presidential Race
Presidential
Election Set
On Thursday

At its first meeting Sunday, the
new Senate voted constitutional
changes of two rules concerning
qualifications for Senate and Presidential positions. David Sarasohn
'71 announced after the vote that
he would drop out of the Presidential race, his candidacy being
in protest of an original rule.
Outgoing President Mozzi announced at the meeting's close
that Presidential elections would
be held Thursday, and that an allCollege meeting- is scheduled at
9:30 Wednesday evening in the
Washington Room to hear speeches
by the candidates.
The first amendment deleted
from the constitution the stipula- '
tion~ that the President of the Senate must be a rising senior. This
-aJiatTge—was spurTecTTy the anPresidentlaLcandidates John Osier, left, and David Steuber at Sunday's
nounced candidacy of Sarasohn, a
Senate meeting. ~~ ~~-—~
'-"
(Peter Devine)
by Jeff Bahrenburg.,.
rising junior. Sarasohn told the
has
approached
three
foundations
TRIPOD
after
the
meeting
that
he
In a reply to the twelve demands
issued to the administration on to request special monies for black intended to drop out of the race,
January 23 by the Trinity Coalition scholarships but that th'eir initial saying that his candidacy was in
of Blacks, PresidentLockwoodre- efforts were unsuccessful. Lock- protest to the previous rule.
Candidates for President of the
affirmed the College's recognition wood assured that efforts to disof the "special needs" of the black cover new sources of support would Student Body may now be from
any class,- and needn't be memstudent. The reply clarified the continue.
The faculty of the College is in Assistant Professor of English
In his reply to TCB, Lockwood bers of the Senate.
College's policy and introduced
the process of selecting seven
James L. Potter are candidates
several new proposals which focus stressed that the College wants
The second amendment struck representatives to the new Faculty for the position. Most of the
black
students
t'o
assist
in
the
reupon the TCB's demands concernfrom the constitution a rule pro- Conference as well as a Secretary professors questioned during the
ing admissions procedures, the cruitment of more black students. hibiting students with below a C- Of
the Faculty in an election which past week expect a very close
He
invited
the
appointment
of
three
curriculum, and necessary finan- black students to
„ "work 'closely„ average or students on academic is viewed with intense interest.
race between Cooper and Neavercial adjustments.
son.
'.. .
with the admissions office so that (probation from sitting on the Sen- As the powers of the Secretary
"At Trinity we know that black
our
criteria
may
become
more
ate.
have
been
greatly
expanded,
it
is
Many
see
the
election as of
students do not find a satisfactory sensitive to the factors involved
believed that &ie indi- critical • importance in determinquality of life, — because they are in considering applicants." He fur- Sarasohn's decision leaves Dav- generally
chosen to fill the post will
ing whether the faculty shall attoo few in. number, because they ther suggests that TCB submit to id Steuber '70 and John Osier vidual
have a decisive Influence on the tempt to establish itself as..a,
experience a fundamental dis- the special long-range planning '70, a newly-announced candidate, political role of the faculty. Pro- political force independent of the
location from the world they have subcommittee any receommenda- the only contenders. At tomor- fessor of History George B. Administration.
known outside, and because the tions that might pertain to the ques- row's all-College meeting they will Cooper, Professor of Government
The voting is , being done by
College is not fully cognizant of
speak, and will present nominating Rex C. Neaverson, Associate Pro- mail, and shall extend for at least,
the special goals the black sets tion. "Whom shall we educate?' and seconding speeches.
fessor of English Paul Smith and
two ballots. Associate Professor
(Continued on page 3)
for himself," the President
of Philosophy Howard DeLong
asserted. "We want to rectify that
stated that the first ballot was
situation," he added. "You have
completed yesterday, but that the
special needs of which we must
results would not be made public
have a better understanding/' he
until one of the candidates for
noted.
Secretary received a majority of
One of the TCB's chief concerns
the votes cast. The final election
was the College's admission policy
The College announced yester- faculty in 1954, is the.author of Harvard University Press, In that results, noted Del ong, are expected
toward the black student. Calling day the promotion to the rank of award winning books and articles same year he contributed the by next Wednesday.
'
for "an eleven per cent (11%) mini- M l professor of Dr, Philip C. F, on French history. He was educated article " Paris on the sixth of FebOvershadowed by the campaign
mum of black students in all future Bankwitz, Dr, Edward Bobko and at Harvard where he received his ruary; riot, insurrection or revo- for the office of Secretary Is the
freshman classes," the TCB de- Dr. John C. Williams. The promo- A.B. degree magna cum laude. His lution?" which appeared in the selection of representatives for the .
manded the hiring of at least one tion of seven other members of the Ph. D. dissertation on the French Brison GoocU edition "Interpreting Faculty Conference. Forty-six
black on the Admissions staff to faculty to the rank of associate General Maxime Weygand received European History."
members of the faculty^ are runserve primarily in the recruitment professor., and one other to the the coveted Toppan prize awarded
Dr. Bobko, who joined the Trinity ning for the Conference which shall
of black students. It also insisted rank of assistant professor was by the Harvard faculty of Arts and chemistry department Inl955,.was ultimately include seven elected
that black students be involved with also announced by the College. Sciences.
graduated Phi Beta Kappa in 1949 representatives and one faculty
"all policies and decisions of policy Named associate professors were
He served during World War II from Western Reserve and re- member who is to be chosen by
concerning the admission of black Dr. James V. Compton of the his- with the second French Armored ceived His Ph.D. in 1952 from the Trinity College Council. The
students."
tory department, Mr. Stephen Division and the U.S. 36th Infantry •Northwestern University. Before composition of the Conference,
Lockwood cited "the difficulty Minot of English, Dr. Arnold Division. He stayed on in France coming to the college he was a which, will be determined by two
of attracting enough black appli- Kerson of modern languages, Dr. after the war and studied at the research chemist with Olin ballots cast through the mall,
cants and of providing sufficient Richard Benton of English, Dr. Universite de Nancy and at the Mathieson Co. and he had taught guarantees that there will "be at
financial assistance" as two prob- Clyde McKee of government, and tfhiversite de Strasbourg, before at Washington and Jefferson Col- least one instructor, one assistant
lems that complicate any attempt Dr Donald Galbraith of biology. returning to Harvard. In the early lege and a t ' Northwestern Uni- professor, one associate professor
and one full professor among the
to reduce racial imbalance. He Mr Charles Mozzochl has been fifties he went back to France versity.
pointed out that, although Trinity promoted to an assistant profes- under a Fulbright Fellowship and a
His research on the synthesis representatives. Only .faculty
Townsend Fellowship where he did and chemical characteristics of members who are not holding conhas increased its student aid budget sorship.
extensive research on General
currently any administrative post
and authorized the addition of
Dr. Bandwitz, who Joined the Weygand, inter-war commander of pyrimidines and arynes has been are
eligible for the elections.
supported by .grants from the Re$4.7,000 to the financial aid budget
the French Army and a leading search Corporation and the Nafor next year to be used in support
BLACK SCHOLARSHIPS
The powers of the Secretary of
figure in the Vichy regime.
tional Science Foundation. Dr. the'Faculty have been re-defined
of black students, "our response
Bobko
is
presently
completing'
a
Members
of
the
College
In
1961
an
article
on
Weygand
to the financial needs of students
so that he will be the faculty's
community will be solicited
won the Koren Prize awarded an- comprehensive textbook on organic primary elected officer. AH
with little or no support, be they
individually for contributions to
nually for the best article by an chemistry. He is a member of the communications which, require
black or white, can only be a limited
American or Canadian author on American Chemical Society, which faculty action will i>e channelled
the Senate Black Scholarship
one." The President noted that the
French- history, and in November has published four of his articles, to the faculty through the
Fund. •The drive begins today and
newly established Negro Scholar1967 his book-"Maxime Weygand and the American Association of Secretary, and he will also be
lasts until Thursday. Pledges
ship Fund was created to solicit
and Civil Military Relations in Advanced Sciences.
should be fulfilled within 30 days;
responsible for representing the
.special grants for the black stuModern France," was published by
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 7)
dent. He revealed that the College
• « * • ,

Lockwood Issues Reply
To 12 Black Demand*--

Faculty Begins Selecting
Secretary, Representatives

Bankwitz, B.ohko, Williams Attain
Professor Rank; 7 Others Promoted
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'Hurrah' Dissects
U.S. Civilization

Frumimda

New Groups Reviewed

by Stuart Mason
by D.J. Reilert
Two new groups are emerging
The Long Wharf Theatre in New of the things they poke fun at -Haven Is situated in the back sec- T.V., commercialism, and mass from the depths of the rock undertoo ground. Produced by Good Music,
tion of what appears to be a culture—but unfortunately,
slaughterhouse complex. You have many of these 80-million viewer a branch of the IPC Art Group,
to walk by a slew of commercial wonders miss the mark in parody their first titles are bound to make
meat-packing offices, through the and satire. As Melvin Maddocks a dent in the industry when they are
later
this spring.
smell of dried blood, to get to the says "They are .like spitballers released
small theatre. Luckily, the meat- operating from the second gal- Although recording is still going
packers and the actors are never lery." All wind, all in good fun, on for one of the groups, and
packaging is in process for both,
doing business at the same time, all -with a smile on the face. Laugh
although it sometimes appears that at yourself people, but never, even IPC has given me some informathey are practicing the same trade. in the quietest hour of the darkest tion regarding their projects.
"America Hurrah," which closed suburban night, let yourself recog- (They are still considered top
February first, was nothing less nize the soft gnawing that says secret).
than a piecemeal dissection (for laughter is not enough.
The Atomic Bookcase was orpublic consumtion) of the mighty
ganized last fall as the result of
and virtuous people of the U.S.A.
a freak accident. The four-man
It is a long, hard haul from
band, hailing from all over the
"Look Up and Live" to"America,"
nation, shows its best on'A Volume
. but. Jean-Claude van Itallie, who
of Sound' (Stax STX-560.5). The
started his career by writing for
album includes their first single,
that CBS television series, has
soon to be released, called 'You
made it.
"America
Hurrah"
Shelved Me For Another'. Their
examines us as a civilization and
soulful sound is augmented from
"finds the results humiliating."
time to time by a black chorus
This of course is nothing new in
and brass section, recruited from
literature, Mark Twain, from
Brigham Young University, which
whom I borrowed the above line,
two of the group attend.
was doing an excellent job of putOrganist Rocks Needleman is
ting down Americans seventy-five
the small, tough man with lightyears ago, and scores of authors
ning hands. F^rom Boston, he got
have made their reputations by athis nickname from the WBZ- hero
tacking the same things Itallie
of a few years back. "When I play
Laughter
is
not
enough,
exattacks. Popular television shows
my organ, all I see is rocks,"
pecially
on
the
stage,
but
it
is
now depend on such cynicism to
says the erstwhile fellow, who—
hard
to
say
what
is
enough.
The
draw crowds, paradoxically deknows how to supply the band's
pending- for their support on many author of satire is always on the
punch.
brink of parodying his own maThe bassist is Cherub. Babyterial. To avoid this, Itallie has
faced and brilliant, his runs condone what other competent practitinually surprise the listener for
tioners of his art have: he has
their sheer audacity. His laugh
removed both the author and the
is a constant delight; one critic
viewer from the stage. There is no
compared it to the "cry of a
philosophizing on the part of an
gelded seal." Cherub sings backomniscient
demi-god
called
ground, and has a bonus lead on
"writer-, for he simply replays the
'It Was Bound to Happen'.
events of our lives; now is there
Johnny "Guitar" Federal is the
an audience identification with the
by Steve Chernaik
drummer. Johnny plays drums on
characters for we are always
account of that freak accident, An
An extremely poor sound system acutely aware that the people on
Easterner
enamored of the
detracted immeasurably from the stage are just doing a job. They
Wasatch Mountains, he often can
content of last Sunday Vespers move the scenery themselves, they
be seen composing poetry in Salt
showing of "The Time is Now," switch roles abruptly, they serve
Lake City's Reservoir Park, He
a filmed propaganda vehicle for as their own props. We are forced
is the neat man of the group, and
black power. The documentary to be the omniscient voyeur who,
cleans up the motel rooms where
narrative lacked a central focus because he is omniscient, must
the Bookcase stays, as they are
and drifted over too many aspects watch himself laugh, cry and syminvariably made filthy by the
of the racial mess, both present pathize as well as the actors.
group's odd habits.
and past. The meandering development of the film blurred the impact
Lead guitarist and songwriter is
Laughter Is not enough. All of
of its final message: self respect
Sunny Nice. He is as friendly as
the
scenes
are
funny,
but
in
none
and self identity for the Negro
his name, but has a volcanic temof them is the main character
through black power.
per. His screams on the record
laughing. He would, of course, if
are astounding. His songs, indeed
Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis nar- he were out here with us, but he
strange, blend Kafka, Camus,
rated and editorialized. The film isn't. All of a sudden we realize
Booker T. Washington ,and Longopened and closed with pictures of the gap between ourselves and the
fellow. He~ wears a huge shawl over
large masses of Negroes swarming tortured little voice we hear, the
his head on Sundays, inaceordance
the streets, emphasizing that much battered body we see; and that gap
with a religious custom.
of the present chaos has resulted is immense. Laughter sours in
from the Negroes' lack of identity. trying to traverse that gap, and
Rocky has an extraordinary knife
The film emphasizes that the Negro we are left with only the silence
hand, and tore Johnny's drums
has never had an authentic identity of pain and confusion. But then the
apart at their last recording
in the U. S. The constitution de- scene is over and we are presession with one of the six switch
fined him as three-fifths of a man sented with another smiling face in
blades that he carries around with
and segregation "allowed the white a not too hostile world. For a mohim at all times. In spite of this,
man to create only the Negro he ment, just a moment we can laugh
the group gets along extremely
•wished to see." The £ilm uses again, and then the gap.
well and shares virtually everyillustrations from Hollywood such
thing it gets (IPC has not per0
as chorus lines of smiling, tap
dancing Negroes in Uncle Sam costumes, Stephen Fetchit and Negro
servants and cotton pickers to
SENIORS
underscore the latter point. The
smile the white man saw came
Teaching opportunities for
from tortured souls.
beginners
in
private
The film then jumps to a long
independent
schools.
sequence showing the frenzy'genEducation
courses
not
erated by the Baptist religion and
prerequisite.
then jumps to an old .Negro lady
at the piano. The purpose of these
SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
transitions, perhaps because of the
Post Office Box 278K
execrable sound is never clarified. The film then switches to
Windsor, Connecticut
poverty and slums and the reality
of being a Negro.
.',••-.
Much of the film's force comes
from the emotion of its narration
and not from its pictures; for they
are all too familiar. The narrator
comments "Boys should dream,"
as a young boy wanders amid the
rubble of his slum. The film exDINNER and RESTAURANT
horts the black man to cultivate his
175 Washington Street
own identity: "You can only be
destroyed by believing in what the
•white man calls a nigger." Though
shown before, it still saddens and
Serving Trinity for Over 20 Years
horrifies to see twelve-year-old
black children talking of militancy
Open
6 a.m. to 1 a.ni, — Every Day.
and the evils of the white man.
(Continued on page 6)

£Criticism

'Time is Now'
Emphasizes
Black Power

Atomic Bookcase up against the wall. Standing from left: Johnny
"Guitar" Federal, Sunny Nice, and Rocks Needleman. Foreground:
Cherub.
The Toilet is another story,
mitted the men to go on tour until
the album is finished, so they have They are still in recording, and
IPC considers them top secret,
to share to survive).
The group makes extensive use but I got a chance to hear a few
of its musical capacity. Nice plays things. Their pungent sound stands
seventeen instruments, and does out on "All Stopped Up Over You',
two bands on the album where he the lead song on their first album, ,
plays all the layers. 'Between the which will be called "The Toilet <
Sheets' and'Con't Cover Up') John- Bowls You Over'. It has been
ny plays lute behind a recitation learned that the group will be
by Rocks on 'Overdue'. Their banned from several radio stamusic is powerful, and the.addi- tions, based on a decision made
tion of brass helps add excitement. BEFORE release (a first in the
What is refreshing about the Book- industry, I suppose).
They asked me to write one of
case is its ability to know whento overt rack and add special ef- the bands, called 'Unrolling', and
fects. Not many groups can put it is reminiscent of Buffalo Springon extra layers without blowing the field's 'Special Care', the Band,
and Rhinoceros. They are also
entire recording. From tapes I
heard in New York, the album de- reportedly doing a rare cover of
serves an A minus, a rare high 'Wipe Out'. Toilet comes from
for a first effort. Catch Sunny's Long Island, and has five members:
moaning, writhing guitar solo on two guitars, bass, keyboards and
(Continued on page 6)
'Pay the Fine',

WHO SAYS LIBERAL ARTS
ISN'T GOOD PREPARATION
FOR BUSINESS

We didn't: In fact we don't know where we would be without our
liberal arts graduates. To give you an opportunity to prove it for
yourself, we have a summer internship program. It's an excellent
way for you to become involved in actual company operations in an
area of your new ideas. We have the projects. Why not try this for a
summer. It might help you decide on a future career.
Open only to Juniors and Seniors
Location - Corporate Headquarters, Hartford
Time - About 10 consecutive weeks during summer 1969 to suit
you.
- .
.
Project Areas - Securities, Data Processing, Marketing, Personnel,
Comptrollership
To Apply - Sign up at your placement office to see Mr. Smeallie
who will be interviewing at Trinity on February 5,1969.

CONNECTICUT MUTAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
140 Garden Street, Hartford, Connecticut

P.S. Those seniors interested in full-time opportunities are welcome
to investigate our Sales and Sales Management Training Program and
Administrative or Actuarial (for top math students) Traineeships
with Mr.,Smeallie.
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The Trinity College Council has
released to the student body a
report detailing the regulations and
prohibitions placed upon members
of the College community.Thereport is essentially a restatement of
laws already in effect but a few
additions have been made. Specifically, the report defines more
carefully than before the scope of
the regulatory system. It stated
that such a system in "a residential system such as Trinity
should contribute to the creation
and to the maintenance of an environment in which teaching,
learning, research and other activities related to these pursuits
may be undertaken freely and
responsibly." ••
Those who come under the system's jurisdiction include all
matriculated undergraduate students, full and part time faculty
employed to instruct the undergraduates, and all administrative
officers - of the College. The report further stated that "in a collective sense, also, all authorized
organizations" such as fraternities, clubs and associations fell
,. within the confines of the system.
,., The report also defined the area
in which the code takes effect as
"college property,.both inside and
- outside the classroom," fraternity
houses, and "events, whether on or
off campus, officially sponsored by
• the College or an authorized Col-lege organization."
Perhaps reflecting recent events
on campus, the Council has added
a number of offenses to the present
list. These include interference
with entrance to or egress from the
College or any College facility, the
disruption of invited speakers, and
interference with members of the
College communityin the performance of their duties. Previous
regulations, as stated in the HANDBOOK, .contained.,no.such provisions; Other new statutes prohibit
discrimination on the basis of race,
creed, color, sex, or national origin, and inteference with authorized recruitment.:
Generally, the new regulations
appear to be an attempt to trans"form the general language of pre-

Give to the
Scholarship
Fund

vious years dealing with student
conduct into a definite code of what
is and what is not permitted. Thus,
whereas the old regulations state
that, "a Trinity student shall have
regard for his own integrity, the
rights and sensibilities of other
persons, and the well being of the
College community," the new rules
seek to list specific acts which,
if committed, would detract from
the College atmosphere. Some
"doubts remain, however, as to the
degree to which the new regulations
can or will be enforced. The biggest stumbling block appears to
be the rules relating to social
functions and the dispensing of
alcoholic beverages. Enforcement
in the past has not been stringent
and there is no evidence yet as to
whether there will be a change in
policy. • ;

Blood Drive
Scheduled
Next Week
Robert Benjamin, chairman of
the Trinity College Blood Committee, announced that a second
drive will be held Wednesday,
February 12, 1969, from 11:30
A.M. - 4:30_P.M. in the Washington
Room.
Participation in the Fall Blood
Drive yielded only 90 pints, far
below contributions made in previous years. Other institutions in
the Hartford area also had low
doner contributions helping to
cause a more critical blood supply
shortage this year than usual.
No blood has been bought or sold
in Connecticut since 1950, and this
blood program is the only source
of supply in the state. It provides
total'coverage for all the blood
needs of patients in the 45 hospitals in Connecticut. State residents
hospitalized out of state are
covered by the program, as well
as non-residents who contributed
to the Connecticut blood program.
Joining the Campus Blood Committee (John Verre '70, Roger
Greehberg '69, Les Bowd '69,
Craig Tapley '72, and Pete Otis '69)
are members of the . Freshman
Executive Council who will be
making personal visits to those
students who have parental consent slips, on file. Individual appointments can be made at the
Mather Hall Front Desk.

(Continued from page 1)
Lockwood announced that when it consider the appointment of a
recruiting actively begins this black student as advisor to the
spring, the admissions office will Committee on Academic Standing.
review its interviewing budget and Serving as an EX-OFFICIO
set aside an appropriate budget member he would assist in handitem for the participation of black ling any special problems the
students in recruitment. According individual black student might ento Lockwood, the College has tried counter with respect to academic
involving black students in recruit- requirements.
Lockwood noted that the College
ing blacks. He recognized that "at
the same time we know how has been considering a program
awkward it is for you to offer such to work with local schools to seek
assistance if your own experiences ways to make 'black adjustment
at Trinity discourage you from and matriculation into college'
recommending the College to other more successful. He also pointed
blacks." The President said that out that $6,000 is being allocated
Mr. Max Paulin will be in- this year in efforts to assist stucreasingly involved with advising dents with special needs.
the office on finding more black
The TCB proposal demanded
applicants.
. . . black educator(s) be placed in each
One of the TCB demands pro- ' department on the undergraduate
posed that procedural college 1 level and that the curriculum be
academic requirements and aca- 1| revised with the objective to make
demic standing procedures be "ad- all teachings relevant and meanjusted in regard to individual black ingful to blacks. Lockwood stated
students." Lockwood agreed that that Trinity has sought black In"many students have uneven structors but stressed that the
preparation, and that not all stu- competition is formidable. He exdents can initially approach their plained that the College is presstudies with potentially equal suc- • ently attempting to arrange an,
cess." He feels, however, that exchange program to attract qualimany of the proposals under the fied black professors on a
new curriculum "will help students temporary, rotating basis. Acto develop programs of studies cording to this program an excommensurate with their specific change would be made each
abilities, interests, and goals." semester in a different department. Lockwood also asserted that
The President's statement re- the
Cpllege is exploring the posvealed that a recommendation . siblity
of beginning a program in
would be made to th"e faculty that

Needs'
Afro-American studies. through
joint efforts with neighboring institutions and community agencies.
In addition, he stressed that the
administration is anxious to assist
blacks wishing to take appropriate
courses elsewhere.
Five additional points were
cited: 1) The Admissions Office
is ready to consider a brochure
for prospective black students,
2) The College will make Brownell House, now unoccupied, available as a social center for black
students, 3) Mr. and Mrs. Paulin
have offered their home as aplace
where groups of black students and
Trinity Faculty and administrative
members might meet informally
to talk about issues which blacks
have raised, 4) The College wishes
to develop an "inventory" of academic areas in which black upperclassmen
have particular
strengths so that, they may serve
as tutors to entering students with
. weaknesses in these same areas,
and 5) The College would appreciate TCB's assistance in recruiting local black students for a
special' summer laboratory, program in physics. The program is
designed for students whose
science preparation in high school
has been limited.

Wesley an Sees
Racial Tension
Big city tensions and a kind of
racial bitterness not seen in the
cities has been brought to Wesleyan
after 4 years of what The New
York TIMES described as "vigorously recruiting Negro applicants." Negro applicants have
been given preferential consideration, and now Wesleyan Is almost
nearly 9% non-white --the highest
percentage at any private Eastern
college,
: ''
••'
Edwin Etherington, Wesleyaii
president, stated in The TIMES
that Wesleyan ought to be -a
reflection of society in all ways
except intellectuals The recruitment of more Blacks and' giving
them preferential treatment is just
as valid as treatment given tostu^
dent council presidents arid foot- :
ball team captains, Etherlhgtbh
finds. According to Etheringtoni
the problems now at Wesleyan re- -•.
suiting from the large scale-Black' .
r ecrultmerit
Is only becaus e
Wesleyan is a place where •the
young people are attempting, vigorously, to ^ solve a' sociological
problem still unsolved bysbclety
i n ' g e n e r a l . '•"•

roommate

carvt sleep
in the dark?

(Gevine photo) .•

Bdird Hastings conducted the College Music Repertory Workshop last
Sunday as part of the .Berlioz festival and exhibit. Other events include
the College Band on Feb. 16 with Robert Francks as soloist and an
open rehearsal of the combined College and Vassar orchestras on Mar.

courses.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
One Day Service

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.

Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

ForyourownThinkDrinl,Mu8,55nd75CaniJyournameaildaddressto:
think D,ink H u e , 0=p,. N. P 0. Bo, 559. NewYor*. N.Y. 10046.TMnl.ro»tW»1Co««
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university that permits the Blacks .
toxomplete a Bachelor of''Arts
program ; in; ,5 rather than 4'yearsand that: offers- about 24 'courses*
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Am.eri can literature. 'According'
to
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The wealth of Wesleyan has per^:
mitted a vigorous recruiting1
process' in ' Upward Boutid-Wo'grams and black high schools. The
Blacks have established an"M?a-i1
American House, and consequently'
relations between white and black
have been eroded to some* extent;"
But.officials at Wesleyan, realizing
the. consequences of Black;-'sel£-V
aw. ar enes s, have put' the university
on the line attempting to reflect &\
. larger

society.,
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LETTERS to ike editor
'haughtiness'

February 4,1969

Dr. Lockwood's Reply
The spiraling animosity and misunderstanding between the white
majority and the black minority of the United States is reflected in
miniature throughout the colleges and universities of the country. With
each confrontation between black students and white students, faculty
members and administrators comes the reluctant admission that no
academic institution can expect to be spared from the disturbing
realities of contemporary life. We are distressed by that realization, for
we have always assumed that the blissful solemnity of an academic
community is immune to the problems of society at large. We have
believed, somewhat naively, that the charge of racism could never-be.
levelled against us. But at long last,ourconiplaisance has been jolted:,
racial tensions prevail on every college campus.
It is clear that the militant quest of black students for. their
legitimate place in society has caught Trinity, like so many other
institutions, by surprise. Although the College finally realizes that it
must make some sort of special commitment to black students, it lias
not formulated even a skeletal plan for the fulfillment of its
responsibility.
The response of Dr. Lockwood to the demands of the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks is not, as some have suggested, an eight page "No."
Rather, it is a lengthy admission that the College has no idea of how it
should deal with the needs of black students. Presented with a list of 12
specific demands, lie could answer them in only the most obscure
terms.
The financial limitations of the College arc well known; but .Trinity
cannot plead poverty as the reason for all its failures. The tragic theme
that winds through the history of this institution is that of inept
planning and misplaced priorities. It has consistently failed to recognize
its needs until their neglect has placed the survival of the College in
jeopardy.
, ; •
Dr. Lockwood's reply to the Trinity Coalition of Blacks does not
indicate a lack of good intentions on his part. The point is that good
intentions serve as a poor substitute for the rigors of imagination and
planning.

TO THE EDITOR:
Recently, the Trinity community
has reacted to Eli Mackey's use
of strong words to express himself and relate his feelings as a
black man in a white racist society. I find it appalling that the
Trinity community that has done
so little for the blacks, or any
other minority group, should
criticize a black citizen for expressing his alienation from the
white culture.
The Trinity community that yells
and screams over protocal and deviations from white etiquette are
unable to understand that" many
words in the black community
are merely derivatives of the
frustration that the black man
has felt under white oppression.
The white man has hindered the
creative growth of a dynamic people. Let us hope that the Trinity
community will shed Itself of Its
puritanical
haughtiness and
WASPish arrogance to finally allow
the black man to express himself
in his own terms and not continue
to Impose the white cultural hangups on a people seeking viable
ways to communicate their feelings and creativity.
William Hough '69
Peace Corps Volunteer,
Ecuador

'outdated, impractical'
TO THE EDITOR:

The present physical education
requirement is both outdated and
impractical. Since the authorities
turn their backs on such: fcollege
offenses as drinking violations and
parietal hours violations, and since
•the college is presently revising
both its curriculum and its judicial
system to meet the changing trends
of higher education, it seems hypocritical to retain a physical education requirement that fails even to
fulfull its primary purpose. It
also seems hypocritical to retain
At an all-college meeting last April, a majority of the student body such a requirement when failure to
expressed its desire to contribute money in order to increase the complete the prescribed courses i
scholarship funds available to disadvantaged students. Two weeks later, will not prohibit a student from
in an action considered slightly more controversial, 168 students graduating. The faculty has in the
emphasized the depth of their commitment by conducting a sit-in.
The Senate Scholarship Fund Drive that is being conducted today,
tomorrow and Thursday will offer students, faculty members and
administrators the opportunity to translate rhetoric into action. We
hope that every member of this community will participate in the Drive
with enthusiasm and generosity.
'TO THE CLASS OF '72
Tonight, you are all invited to
the fraternities on campus in
order to evaluate the ambiance,
facilities and brethren of the various houses. Mason Plan festivities are painfully strained; conversation will probably revolve
about your Christmas vacation and
EDITORIAL BOARD
proposed major.
EDITOR
I have a suggestion that may
David W. Green '71
help to transform Mason Plan
MANAGING EDITOR
into a useful experience. When
Kenneth p. Wlnkler '71
you enter a fraternity,, ask a
member about the selectivity
NEWS EDITOR
process of his house. A vague
Alan M. Marcrtlsotto '71
response indicates that the memARTS EDITOR.
ber is affiliated with a social
J. Warren Kalbacker '71
club that operates, with the peculiar institution known as the
CITY EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
BLACKBALL
!
Michael E. Trigg '71
Roy A. Wentz '71 '
^ If trie individual with whom you
are speaking admits that his fraPHOTOGRAPHY
EDITORS
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR.
ternity does use the blackball, you
William R. Rossor '71
Steven H. Keeney '71
Michael S. Sample '69
can expect him to recite the following qualifications; 1) "We've
ADVERTISING MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER
gat it but it's never used;" 2)
Rocco J. Maffel '72
R.T. Thompson '71
"I've been in this fraternity for
three years, and I've never seen
BUSINESS BOARD
the blackball misused;" 3) "If a
BUSINESS MANAGER
Alan M. Mendelson '69
person has good support, he'll
always get in;" 4) "it's impossible for one brother to keep a
guy out."
Published twice-weekly during the academic year except vacations by
students of Trinity College. Published at West Hartford News, Isham Road,
Those, who have lived through
West Hartford, Conn.
rush weeks and observed the seStudent, subscription included in activities fee i others $8.50 per year.
lectivity process with a degree of
Second class postage paid at Hartford, Connecticut, under the act of March
objectivity might come to some3, 1 8 7 9 . •
.
.
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Offices located in the basement of Mather Hall, Trinity College.
what different conclusions. FraHartford, Connecticut 06106.
ternities that do operate with . a
Telephones: 246-1829or 527-3153, ext. 252
blackball system tend to use it.

Remember...

past and will in the future never
withhold a student's diploma for
failure to satisfy this requirement.
In essence the physical education requirement exists to force
those who are "out of shape" at
the time of their matriculation to
"get in shape." It also exists to
give each student certain athletic
skills that will enable him to be
proficient in at least one sport
after graduation from Trinity. In
actuality the requirement merely
produces deep resentment on the
part of most freshmen and sophomores. It also produces indignation on the part of those juniors
and seniors who do not participate
in intercollegiate athletics. The
reason for the indignation is justifiable, especially during the winter months. An upperclassman
cannot use the athletic facilities in
the morning because of the many
physical education classes. In the
afternoon the freshmen and varsity
teams occupy the gym. The
remaining time, and the only time
available at present for upperclassmen to use the facilities, is
from 7:00 p.m. - 9:00p.m. Monday
through Friday and at certain
specified times on Saturdays and
Sundays. However, if a junior or
senior has a job in the evenings
he is virtually denied the right to
sue the athletic facilities except
on weekends.
My recommendations to accommodate all students are the
following. First, the physical education requirement
must be
abolished. This would allow anyone to use the gym facilities in the
mornings as well as during the
evenings. It would also allow each
freshman to decide for himself
whether or not he wishes to maintain his -physical well-being.
Second, the athletic instructors
should set aside certain hours of
the day during which they will be'
available to the students. This
would provide time for individual
instruction or consultation for any
student who desires coaching or
instruction in a particular sport.
Third, the fieldhouse should be kept
oo.en until midnight Monday through
Friday to provide sufficient'time
for any and all students and faculty
who may be unable to use the facilities at present because of conflicts

in their daily schedules.
This policy which I have just
outlined seems more updated and
practical for all students and
faculty. It provides sufficient opportunity to use the athletic facilities for all students and faculty
members, and it requires less
work and regimented hours in the
long run for the athletic instructors. This policy also maximizes the freedom of each student
to do as he pleases, when he
pleases. I hope the faculty will
give my proposals and the reasons
behind them serious consideration
before it votes either for abolition
or retention of the present physical
education requirement.
James C. Sturdevant '69

'realistically'
TO THE EDITOR:
1\ do not belong to Students for a
Democratic Society, but I view with
great hope the rising interest in
stripping R.O.T.C. of its privileges
and in doing the ultimate to cripple
its ability to function on this
campus.
It is to me incompatible with
reason that a College which states
its aim as the preparation of "the
individual for a rewarding and constructive life" (BULLETIN, P..7)
should approve., and sponsor an
agency whose purpose is the preparation of men to lead in killing,
maiming and destroying lives and
'human aspirations, in a cycle which
rewards nothing but an increasing
spiral of blood, hatred, misunderstanding, and separation.
I am realistically aware of the
danger involved in the possibility
of a totally volunteer army, and
of the possibility that striking out
at R.O.T.C. and the draft could
push a volunteer army. Realistically we are going to be stuck
with professional murderers and
"professors" who train others to
lead in professional murder.
Regardless of the fact that we
are going to be stuck in this society with the military monstrosity, it seems quite realistic
to do everything in our power to
bring public awareness to focus
on the issue of dressing all-Amer(Continued on page 6)

LETTER from the editor
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This does not mean that one brother
can defy Ms entire fraternity by
balling someone who everyone else
wants — that rarely happens. However, two blackballs thrown in
earnest can present a problem and
three can spell misfortune for a
rushee.
The implications of a blackball
system extend beyond the pathos
it often causes. No matter what
selectivity system is used, fraternities are exclusive organizations.
Whether by a majority
vote or a single blackball, individuals are rejected. But while
all processes of selection are
somewhat heartless, the blackball
is especially ruthless. It fosters
an exaggerated sense of elitism
within the fraternity while placing
far too much power in the hands
of each member. Furthermore, It
is an essentially negative selectivity process which transforms
a rush week into an orgy of
character assassinations.
If you are interested in joining
a fraternity, you should also want
to know something about the method
by which you are to be accepted
or rejected. During a rush meeting
of a fraternity that operates with
a blackball system, your supporters will probably be concerned
with knowing who is against you rather than who is for you. And
on the night that fraternities decide who they want to accept, your

supporters will have to confront
your enemies (or those who are
balling you because they don't know
you) and attempt to persuade them
of your worth as if you were' a
used car. If three or even two
of those individuals who are "unsure" of you are in an ornery
disposition that night (and they
usually are), you will not be accepted by your peers.
Fraternities that have a blackball system are under pressure to
change. President Lockwood has
already affirmed his opposition
to such a selectivity process, and
many individual brothers are dissatisfied with the selectivity process of their fraternity.
However, it is within the power
of the rising sophomores to force
fraternities to mend their ways.
The survival of a fraternity depends upon its ability to attract
new members. The Class of '72
would be doing itself as well as
the social structure of the College a worthwhile service if it
would express its disapproval of
the blackball system. I would encourage the FEC to organize a
study of the fraternities and their
various practices. Eventually, you
could boycott the houses that fail
to demonstrate a proper degree of
appreciation for the dignity of each
individual.
. David W. Green '71

Inside
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president theodore iockwood

A REPLY TO THE TCB
Last week, the Trinity Coalition of Blacks sent twelve demands to President
Lockwood,

We are printing the demands, and his response, in full, because they

represent the first time that the Blacks—and the College—have articulated their positions.

"It may be that I can harm myself by speaking frankly and directly,
but I do not care about that at all Of course I want to get out of prison
badly, but I shall get out some day. I am more concerned with what 1
am going to be after I get out. I know that by following the course
which I have charted I will find my salvation. If I had followed the path
laid down for me by the officials, I'd undoubtedly have long since been
out of prison - but I'd be less of a man. I'd be weaker and less certain
of where I want to go, what I want to do, and how to go about it."
(Eldridge Cleaver - "Soul on Ice "j
It is in this light that these demands are being presented: that we
know where we are going, what to do and how to do it, but above all,
who we are and what we are!
We, the black students of Trinity College, after having thoroughly
weighed and analyzed the, situation encountered here by one, any, and
all of us, hereby resolve that the following demands, given without
priority, be considered, accepted and initiated immediately:
The entire staff in the admissions office share in the commitment to
recruit black students, both men and women. Mr. Max Paulin, now
fully acquainted with Trinity's admission policies, will be able to spend
more time on this problem and will increasingly be responsible, as we
look ahead to recruiting for the Class of 1974, for advising the office on
finding more black applicants. As you know, all admissions officers
share in interviewing candidates both here and in schools around the
country. Similarly decisions on all applications require multiple reading
and joint deliberations so that the final decision on each candidate
receives appropriate review.
Black educator(s) in each department on the undergraduate level.
As you know, this is a national problem. Like many other colleges
Trinity has sought black instructors, but the competition is formidable.
To this aspect has now been added the complaint by black educators
that predominantly white schools i.re so vigorously raiding former
Negro colleges that a serious "brain drain" is taking place. It is
questionable whether Trinity should contribute to that dislocation on a
permanent basis. Hence, we propose to try to attract qualified black
professors on a temporary, rotating basis. Dean Sleeper has already
been in Washington to begin arranging such an exchange program. It is
too early to know whether we can succeed, but our plan envisions an
exchange each semester in a different department - depending upon
our needs and the availability of people. We propose that this exchange
not restrict itself to one college, even though we do plan to see how we
may more effectively use our continuing program with St. Paul's to this
end.

' . • ' ; •
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There is one other .possibility which we are actively exploring: the
use of the Dorrance Visiting Professorship for the fallterm, 1969-70, to
bring a distinguished black scholai to the campus. Your suggestions in
this regard are welcome.
Complete curriculum, revision with the objective to make all
teachings relevant and meaningful to blacks.
Certain American colleges and universities are moving to greater
awareness of the importance of the history, psychology, political
influence, and culture of black Americans in this country's
development and present position. We want Trinity to be among those
institutions. For that reason the faculty authorized this year two
courses not in the curriculum heretofore. But it is doubtful that Trinity
alone can offer many such courses within the immediate future.
Realizing this, we have authorized Mr. Thomas A. Smith to discuss with
At least one black person on the Admissions staff whose primary
purpose is to recruit black students, his appointment being approved by
black students.
people in the Hartford area the possibility of joint efforts with

neighboring institutions and community agencies. We are persuaded
that through interinstitutional cooperation we can open to blacks and
others the beginnings of a program in Afro-American studies. At the
same time we shall seek ways to bring black students and Trinity
professors together to present more effectively the black experience
within relevant existing programs.
Black students be involved with all policies and decisions of policy
concerning the admission of black students.
As you know from conversations with Dean Fuller and Mr. Muir, we
want black students to assist in the recruitment of more black students.
Your experience is invaluable as we seek to understand better how to
approach individual black students and to develop better perception in
judging their applications. We have never assumed that we have
recognized successfully all the factors which we should consider in
reviewing black applicants. Therefore, we invite you to recommend
three black students to work closely with the admissions office so that
our criteria may become more sensitive to the factors involved in
considering applicants. In addition, we invite your considered judgment
as to those schools from which we might attract more black applicants.
Finally, we assume that Mr. Reeves is partially representing your views
on these problems as they pertain to the efforts of the special
long-range planning subcommittee searching for answers to the
question, Whom shall we educate? Since that subcommittee is in the
final stages of its deliberations, we suggest that you, submit to that body
any further recommendations concerning these questions.
Black students participate in the actual recruiting of blacks and be
paid as such.
We have tried involving black students in recruiting blacks, and we
wish to continue this practice. At the same time we know how
awkward it is for you to offer such assistance if your own experiences
at Trinity discourage you from recommending the College to other
blacks. Therefore, the reasonableness of this approach depends in part
upon the solution of other problems. But we must begin somewhere.
We are asking that, effective this spring (when recruiting actively
resumes), the admissions office scrutinize its interviewing budget and
. set aside an appropriate budget item for black students"to participate in
recruitment. We suggest that you prepare a list of those who are willing
to spend time in this activity. Then we can prepare a calendar of visits
and interviews. Meanwhile there may be some opportunities to talk with
candidates for this fall, persons whose completed applications are being
considered. We appreciate this offer of help because it is quite clear that
students speak most clearly to high school students and often become
the most effective recruiters. We offer only one caution: we do not
wish to impose unduly, on the time of Trinity students so that their
studies suffer.
\
Courses offered at other institutions within the area be made
available to blacks, when such courses are pertinent to black education
and personal fulfillment and when such courses cannot be offered at
Trinity. This will be with complete financial compensation, including
transportation with no change in the scholarship policies now in effect.
The College is anxious to assist blacks in taking appropriate courses
elsewhere. At present one black is takings course in sociology at the
University of Hartford. We are exploring the possibility of coordination
with Wesleyan University so that we may provide black students the
opportunity to take a course there. Transportation depends upon the
numbers;mvolved, the means of travel available, and requisite funding,
all of which are open to solution once we know the attitude of
cooperating institutions.- The "open semester" and Trinity's
.participation in the 10-coUege interchange should facilitate this effort

The demands have a special relevance to the Senate Scholarship Campaign this week,
because they give an insight into the special hind of hell it is to he Black at Trinity. It is clear

that a commitment is required not only from the Administration, but from the student body.

Complete financing of black students for attendance at and
participation in black programs, seminars, etc., given at colleges within
reasonable proximity.
As for financing attendance. at black programs at colleges within
reasonable distance of Trinity, it depends on the extent of such
participation. If an interinstitutional program emerges in Hartford, the
opportunities in a social and cultural sense, as well as academic, will be
far greater than at some distance. We need to discuss this point further.
Procedural college academic requirements and academic standing
procedures adjusted in regard to individual black students.
The College accepts the premise that not all students have similar
academic backgrounds, that many students have uneven preparation,
and that not all students can initially approach their studies with
potentially equal success. Present requirements have made it difficult
for some freshmen to find their feet academically. That is why many of
the proposals under the new curriculum, if adopted, will help students
to develop programs of studies commensurate with their' specific
abilities, interests,, and goals. Obviously no one wishes to lessen the
intellectual rigor of the College or lower its standards for graduation,
but a curriculum of greater flexibility should permit all students to hit
stride more easily. We shall recommend to the faculty that it consider
the appointment of a black student advisor to the Committee on
Academic Standing, a person who would fill the same role as does the
foreign student advisor. An EX-OFFICIO member of that committee,
he could thereby assist in handling the special problems which
individual black students may encounter with respect to the academic
requirements.
A program established to deal with the process of black adjustment
and "matriculation"into the college.
"Adjustment" is a pejorative word. To make the orientation to
college more effective, we need to know from you just what steps
might be most helpful. Meanwhile, the College has been discussing a
possible summer program not unlike Upward Bound. Our thought is
"to work with local schools in the summer and during the year to seek
ways to make more successful black adjustment and matriculation into
the college." In addition, under Mr. Graf, the College is spending
approximately $6,000 this year in tutorial help, summer school
instruction, and various contingent efforts to assist students with
special needs. We propose to expand that program as our resources
permit. As for counselling services, we are considering alternatives
which depend on solving other personnel needs simultaneously.
An eleven percent (11%) minimum, of black students in all future
freshman classes, this percentage to include a significant number of
black women, in keeping with Trinity's intentions for co-education.
If we assume that up to $3,500 is necessary for the adequate support
of a needy black student, then we could theoretically provide assistance
to a maximum of 43 black freshmen. Such a commitment would,
however, exhaust our funds and completely eliminate offering
assistance to any other needy students. Currently 32% of Trinity's
student body receive some form of scholarship aid. Therefore, instead
of having at least one-third of an entering class on finaricial aid, our
percentage of scholarship students in the entering class would fall to
roughly 13%. Wewould thus introduce a new kind of imbalance quite
detrimental to the diversity which we all desire.

demanJs not specifically answered
A full-time black counselor to deal with ^ ^ S l ^
responsible to black students only, as not to be tied down by
administrative pressures, procedures, etc.

Increase in pay for all campus laborers, and the establishment of a
union or similar organization to act in the better interest of such
workers.

further excerpts
I. ADMISSION POLICY
Trinity wants black students. It wishes to make its academic
programs as available to them as to any group which society has
segregated; for the College does not believe in educating one group of
students in relative isolation from others. We must be responsive to the
needs of all students without regard'to race, creed, or color. Therefore,
we agree that we should seek a significant number of qualified black
men and women so as to demonstrate the wisdom of the decision to
which this country must be given the education and rights which will
enable them to join the mainstream of American life.
In any attempts to reduce racial imbalance we recognize two
problems of which you are most conscious: the difficulty of attracting
enough black applicants and of providing sufficient financial assistance.
Let me comment upon student aid first because it is central to any
decision about the number of blacks Trinity can' responsibly encourage
to apply. Trinity has increased its student aid budget 121% since
1963-64, to its present level of approximately $400,000. In October,
1968, I informed the Senate committee on race and poverty that the
College has authorized the addition of $47,000 to the financial aid
budget for next year to be used in support of black students, the
College's portion of the understanding reached last April. Trinity has
also established a Negro Scholarship Fund to solicit special grants for
the support of black students. This fall we approached three
foundations to request special monies for black scholarships. I regret to
say that these initial efforts were unsuccessful, but we will, continue to
seek this kind of support as a supplement to our limited scholarship
funds.

•

•;

For the present, our response to the financial needs of the students
with little or no support, be they black or white, can only be a limited
one. An illustration of our limits may interest you. We have earmarked
$150,000 of scholarship aid for members of the Class of 1973, the
highest scholarship budget for any entering class in the history of the
College. Because part of this amount comes from endowment funds
specifically restricted to • scholarship aid and part from operating
income, the figure is necessarily approximate.
:
Precisely because of your concern and our worry about the future of
student aid, a major portion of which at Trinity is financed from
current operating income which we can increase substantially only at
the expense of our academic programs, we asked the Board of Fellows
last September to study our policies and prospects for student aid. Its
report is due in February, Of course, we all hope that state and federal,
scholarship aid will become available in significant amounts soon; but
until that time, a mendicant institution like Trinity with'modest
resources will not be able to do more than increase gradually the
number of students on total scholarship support. Meanwhile we are
working at the State level to bring about legislation which will insure
greater support for needy students. Even though we recognize these
facts, we shall not diminish our efforts to find new sources, of support.
With regard to financial aid, we would welcome your thoughts and
your assistance. Have we overlooked possible sources of funds for,black
students? Can we package our aid for the high-need student more
effectively so as to make more efficient use of existing funds? SjiouJd(

V. A POSTSCRIPT

we ask the black student to accept larger loans? Should we increase his
opportunities for bursary employment? Can we assist black students in
finding appropriate part-time employment in the Hartford area? Should we encourage such outside employment? On these and other questions
we seek your guidance.
Within these financial limitations, how may we recruit more.,black
students? You have made three specific-suggestions. ..
The College has been more active this fall in seeking qualified black
applicants for positions. Mr. Smith and Dean Sleeper are seeking further
help through Connecticut Project Equality, the Urban League and CRT.
-We intend to continue this search. .
In addition to these specific points we would-draw your attention to
these efforts by Trinity:
a. The Admissions Office is ready to "consider a brochure for
prospective black students if you think such a publication advisable.
b. The College will make Brownell House, now unoccupied, available
as a social center for black students although, like ail areas on the
campus, it must be open to all visitors.
c. Mr. and Mrs. Paulin have offered their home as a place Where
groups of black students and Trinity faculty, and administrative
members might meet informally to talk about the issues which you
have raised. Would you discuss with Mr. and Mrs. Paulin when you
might arrange such meetings?
.
•
d. We wish to develop an "inventory" of academic areas in which
black upperclassmen have particular strengths so that, if you wish, you
may be available to serve as tutors to entering students with weaknesses
in these same areas,
e. We would appreciate your assistance in recruiting local black
students for a special summer laboratory program, in physics this.'year.
This program is designed for students whose science preparation in high
school has been limited.

Fourteen years have passed since the decision in 1954, time enough
for an entire school generation to realize both the problems and the
possibilities of a truly integrated educational system. Time enough also
for American society to recognize the flaws which have prevented a
successful approach to the major problems confronting minority groups
in this country. There has been progress, but the pace has been
exasperatingly slow. Within this national response colleges and
universities have moved primarily because students have pressed for a
redress in the balance of the student population.
If we look to New England, we find a depressingly small number of
blacks in attendance at colleges like Trinity., For example, in 1965-66
private senior colleges in New England had only 1.07% of all blacks
attending college in this country. It has improved somewhat since then,
but the academic selectivity of institutions in this area and the cost of
attending the independent institutions have until very recently
prevented much improvement.
At Trinity we know that black students do not find a satisfactory
quality of life,-because they are too few in number, because they
experience a fundamental dislocation from tiie world they have known
outside, and because the College is not fully cognizant of the special
goals the black sets for himself. We want to rectify that situation. We
also believe that other students whould define similar goals, goals which
reach beyond the personal dimension and aim at human well being. If,
in his conscious search for identity, the black finds that the campus
community perpetuates the same discord between his experience and
that of-others, he will feel "Programmed"-asone black author expressed
it--by a community of which he has not become a true participant.
Actually many students in addition to the blacks share this feeling.
Therefore, if we are to make the college the arena in •which we come to
understand ourselves and the world in which we live, we must make
experience in that community genuinely open to all members: in
particular, it must be open-ended for the blacks and all those who
consider themselves in a minority position.
We think that Trinity can become such a community, in one sense a
commitment to making it that kind of community is an extension of
our permit. We want diversity. In this respect the participation of
blacks in our community is essential, for otherwise we would diminish
the educational opportunities open to all students. We want to improve
the quality of our academic programs; In that process we must make
those programs available to all students.
We all must gain a fresh sensitivity to the issues before this college
and before society. You have special needs of which we must have
better understanding.
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Steuber Stresses Need
For Long-Range Vision

New Judicial Structure Assigned
Highest Priority in Osier Statement

With this statement, the anity College, the Senate must take nouncement of my candidacy for
the initiative, the Senate must pre- the presidency of the Senate, I am
sent to the TCC well thought out, attempting only to outline a few
positive programs, the Senate must specific issues which need the imrepresent, and possess the full mediate attention of the Senate. I
hope that the concept which I prosupport of the student body.
I therefore propose the follow- pose to bring to the office will be
ing program, designed to reorgan- clear from the following- disThe liberal arts college, notably ize the Senate into an efficient, cussion.
a small college of Trinity's effective organization, designed to
stature, is founded on the Ideal of regain student respect and student JUDICIAL SYSTEM
{he importance of a personalized interest. The Senate is not dead,
education, and on the ideal of the and must not be allowed to die.
The Senate's first responsibility
full development of the individual,
should be the immediate estabThe Trinity College Senate, as well STUDENT-SENATE RELATIONS
lishment of a fair and workable
as all other members of the Trinjudicial system. I believe that this
ity Community, must work to
Much closer relations are ne- responsibility was abdicated last
assure broader opportunities, and cessary between the Senate and the semester during the Senate's debroader eeucational benefits — student body. Respect and confi- bate over the role of the Board,
greater concern for individual in- dence in the Senate must be re- of Trustees ic the affairs of the
dependence, development, and established, The only way this is College. Although this debate must
- freedom. All of these 'ideals' must possible is for the Senate to be certainly continue, we cannot allow
truly representative, and to be it to do so at the expense of a much
become reality at Trinity.
It must be the prime purpose of sensitive to student body wishes. needed judicial system. We cannot
the 1969-1070 Senate to acknowl- Each Senator should be assigned a continue operating under a set of
edge, and to serve as spearhead, group of students, from either his rules which are largely ignored and
of change existing on the Trinity class or from his general dormi- a judicial structure which means
punishment tor any stucampus. To recognize this goal, tory area, whom he would per- automatic
dent "caught" ignoring them. The
the Senate must obtain long-range sonally contact at least every establishment
of such a new sysvision in enacting student action in month (and preferably bi-weekly) tem cannot await
a future realigndiscuss Senate affairs. Likewise
any proposed area. The Senate to
it would be feasible for groups of ment of the College's entire power
-.
must
refrain
from
its
past
tactics
t
Senators to hold informal dormi- structure.
of crisis orientation; no longer tory
discussions on a bi-weeklyor
In accord with this any new syscan the Senate remain a forum of monthly
basis. As further student- tem must recognize the "ideal of
trivia, but rather it must develop Senate
contact, the Senate should
•r into a forum of action. Likewise inform the student body of the work collegiablity" outlined in the Rethe Senate must learn to RESPECT of each standing committee, en- port of the Commission on RegulaTHE VIEWS OF OTHERS, whether couraging them to work in the area tory Procedures at the opening of
student, faculty, administrator, or of their interest. The Senate cannot this academic year. The defects"
trustee. We, as students, must remain an exclusive ivory tower in the report, which lead to its restand prepared to make a viable organization; it must establish jection by the student body in
can be quickly
contribution to the college com- clos,e_ relations with the student November,
remedied.by incorporation of the
munity; to achieve true freedom body — working WITH the student amendments
proposed by the Senand responsibility.
body, NOT FOR it. Additionally, ate and various faculty members at
Student responsibility can grow published Senate minutes, and fre- that time.
only out of a context in which stu- quent, unbiased reports to the
I propose that such a system be
dents are trusted to participate in TRIPOD would enable the student
drawn up and enacted by the Senate.
the major decisions affecting their body to view how their representa- The
of the Senate must
lives. Greater freedom arid tives are carrying out their then president
seek
immediate,
if proviresponsibilities
and
duties.
democracy are the paths to insional, approval of the system from
creased maturity. Through efforts
President Lockwood and the newly
initiated by the new Lockwood ad- RELATIONS WITH TCC:
formed faculty Senate. The new
ministration, and through the PRESIDENT'S CABINET
system should go into effect im' formation of the Trinity College
mediately. As it is tested during
With
the
establishment
of
the
Council, and the long range planthe coming months, amendments
TCC
last
year,
the
role
of
the
*ning committees with student
can be submitted by each constitmembers, Trinity is striving Senate in college affairs changed uent body of the College to the
toward the end of student maturity drastically — however the Senate Trinity College Council. Prior to
to react to this change. WITH
and responsibility. Some students, failed
THE PRESENCE OF THE TCC, the the end of the year the final verhowever, have expressed the belief SENATE
MUST RECOGNIZE ITS sion of the new system shoud be
LIMITATIONS.
It can no longer presented for approval to the
" that the new administration has
student body; faculty, administradone 'too much', that they should expect to serve solely as the tion, and Board of Trustees.
allow for more student participa- 'supreme' legislature, for quite
tion in policy making. This fact naturally it has lost that distinc/
is not the administration's fault, tion . to the TCC. However, the CURRICULUM
for they are not the true culprits; Senate must recognize its potenIn what may seem an unfortunate
but rather it is the fault of the tial as the SPOKESMAN,' AND
students -- and more specifically REPRESENTATIVE OP THE STU- set of circumstances, the student
the Senate. To play an integral part DENT BODY; as the chief ad- body has not been assigned an offi(Contlnued on page 7) cial role in deciding whether to
in the forward movement of Trin(Ed. Note: Due to an error in
printing, portions of Mr. Steubcr's
platform ware niisarrangcd in the
last issue of the TRIPOD. It is
herewith reprinted in eorrect,
form.)
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accept or reject the proposed curriculum. It will be voted on only
by the faculty of the College. Presumably the Board of Trustees will
abide by their recommendations.
This does not mean that students
can have no actual voice in this
decision.
The Senate's first task should be
to discern student reaction to the
crucial aspects of the proposed
curriculum. A referendum, or
dorm canvassing would probably
best accomplish this task. In addition to conveying student opinion
to the faculty, the Senate should
be responsible for assuring that
it receives a fair hearing. An open
meeting with the faculty, coverage
in the TRIPOD and on WRTC, petitions to department chairmen,
or an open hearing with the committee are all means which might
be employed to assure adequate
consideration of student opinion.
The faculty is not closed to student ideas and demands. What is
needed is an effective means of
presenting them for consideration.
Most importantly, these must be
student ideas not Senate ideas. The
opinions of 33 members of the
Senate must not be substituted for
the beliefs, of 1300 students at the
College. If the Senate expects its
acts to carry any weight it must
be because it is acting on behalf
of the student body.

SENATE FINANCES
I would urge that Dr. Lockwood's
suggestion for a Senate budget
independent of the general fee be
followed up as qulcklyaspossible.
(Continued on page 6)

Yale Faculty
Ends Credit
ForROTC

The Reserve Officers Training
Corps (R.O.T.C.) at Yale has, by
a faculty vote last Thursday, been
relegated to the status of an extracurricular activity. Similar action
was taken by the Dartmouth faculty •
on Friday,
The faculty at the U. of Mass.,
through their subcommittee of
military studies, recentlyreleased
a resport explaining their r e luctance to evaluate the matter of
academic credit for R.O.T.C, stating that the country needs the program, college graduates make
better officers, and some students
want R.O.T.C.
The move at Yale and Dartmouth,
as reported in The New York
My personal view toward the TIMES, represents a growing discurriculum is to support the re- satisfaction with the military
vised version of the Report of the program which Pentagon officials
Curriculum Revision Committee admit provides a major portion
which will be released this week. of America's military officers.
The Committee's new report will The Yale faculty also voted to
call for distribution guidelines in- remove the title of professor from
stead of distribution requirements. those military officers running
It will also include a new proposal R.O.T.C.
from the athletic department
Dr. Arthur W. Galston, a bioloallowing for voluntary completion ' gist and chairman of the Yale facof the physical education program. ulty's committee onR.O.T.C.,said
A third change in the committee's in a TIMES interview, "R.O.T.C.
recommendations will be an alter- is like singing in the whippenpoofs
ation of the present grading system — a perfectly fine activity but one
to a four-tone scale (distinction, that we don't think merits any
high pass, pass, and fail). Myt academic standing." The commitpersonal view is that a simple tee stated that the drill, leaderpass-fail system for all courses ship, arid tactical operations, all
would best coincide with the ob- part of R.O.T.C. program, were
jectives of an educational commun- not worthy of academic consideraity.
tion.
The emphasis, again, is that
Students at Yale had called for
whatever action the Senate takes total abolition of the military promust be on behalf of the student gram, but they now want the faculty
body. It is a case of furthering the to deny the Defense Dept-paid
body,' It is not a case oi furthering officers free use of university
the interest of the Senate anymore buildings and grounds. The
than it is of endorsing the personal R.O.T.C. problem is still alive,
opinion of the Senate president. The and the action by the Yale faculty
Senate's job is to further the inter- will certainly encourage action
ests of the student body; it must elsewhere and cause institutions to
express student opinion and then reassess their commitment, if any,
work diligently toward the enact- to the military.
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sier
(Continued
(Continued from page 1)
Dr. Williams is a native • of Under the President's plan, the
Hartford and a 1949 graduate. He Senate would determine its budget
came to the college faculty in Sept- and the treasurer's office would
ember 1968 from Goucher College make separate entries on the bills
where he had served as associate to provide the amount needed. This
professor and head of the classics would be a constructive step endepartment since 1954.
abling the Senate to determine its
An authority on Horace, Catul- own total budget and free itself
lus and Hesiod, he received his from the confusion which perenialM.A. and Ph.D. from Yale where Iy surrounds the general fee. If enhe also taught for two years. He acted, this measure would enable
has tutored at the Loomls School the College to eliminate the general
and has_ lectured extensively at fee and assume basic costs, such
schools and colleges. He has an as student insurance, under the
open Invitation to lecture under a category of "tuition."
Fulbright Fellowship at Trinity
College, Dublin, and at Birmingham University, England.
He is a former deputy executive
I have outlined only three areas
director of the national office In in this statement. There are obviWashington, D.C. to foster pro- ously many more issues which
grams in the classics, is active must
concern an active and
in national committees dealing with involved Senate. These, however,
the classics and is a chief reader must be our immediate concern.
and a member of the Examining The Judicial system is long overBoard of the Latin Advanced Place- due. Dean Heath's memorandum
ment program of the Educational to the student body Saturday should
Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.
He is a member of numerous
classical associations, local, state
and national, and is currently completing a book of poetry of Horace
and articles on Horace, Catullus,
and Hesiod.

'Time is Now'...
(Continued from page 2)
The film's haphazard development continues and confuses with
brutal scenes of early civil rights
confrontations in the South and
comments on the failure of nonviolence: "singing 'We Shall Overcome', while you send your
marines to Vietnam led by the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir." It then
contrasts their own peaceful
demonstrations with a pointless
film
segment of Rockwell's
marching gang of Neo-Nazis
("Not a peaceof Iambs withlions").
. The film is basically a piece of
emotional progaganda. . . I t s substance ••Is'-familiar-^rhetoric. Its
disjointed • structure
confuses
rather than focuses on the problem and its effectiveness is enhanced too much by what the narrators, say and too little by what
the film shows.

from page 5)
serve to emphasize the discrepancy between theory and practice as regards our social regulations. A new judicial system must
be established before an opportunity presents itself for the
present one to take its toll in student expulsions. The faculty will
soon give its final consideration to
the curriculum proposals. If we
delay we will have missed those
opportunities available to have a
say in the final decision. If the
Senate's financial operation is to
be freed of the general fee, and
the treasurer's office is to have
ample time to prepare for the
method proposed by President
Lockwood, the decision to change
must be made immediately.

Frumunda...
(Continued from page 2)
drums. There are occasionally an
additional three members, two
singers who join the group because

they are friends, .and a great black
pianist from Hempstead, who does
an amazing' jam with the lead
guitarist and organist on the album.
Little more can be said about the
album, except that it will be out by
May, and will have about fifty
minutes of recording time on it.
And when it does come out, you
can bet it will raise quite a big
stink.

Letters . . .
(Continued from page 4)
ican boys in pretty blue colors
and parading them around, when
in reality they have abdicated their
human calling and have come to
exist solely for the purpose of
destroying and maiming lives,
hopes, countrysides and property.
We should refuse to let potential
leaders of mass murder hide behind their pretty blue colors and
expose them for the horror that
they are, and work to destroy the
ability of the military machine to
function. We can start with the
Trinity R.O.T.C.

Give To The
Scholarship
Fund

Nicholas G. Maklary ' 71

Think you
manage

Escapri'l
Puerto Rico $208
Bermuda $185
Jamaica $229
Nassau $199

GARBER'S TRAVEL
SERVICE
Greg Firestone, Box 82

COLLEGE
BARBER
Shop
•> 12220 Broad St.
1 Block North of Vernon
Satisfaction Guaranteed

There's a wide open future for college seniors
in the fast growing retailing industry. And
Stop & Shop/Bradlees is one of the fastest
growing, best-managed food and department
store chains in the country.
As one of our store managers, you'd be
running a 3 million dollar operation. And be
in charge of from 60 to 120 employees, with 3
or more department heads to help you run
the show.
You'd have a lot of responsibility: supervising daily operations, merchandising, labor
relations, inventory and production control,
public relations.

The rewards for all this are high. So is the
salary (our store managers make a very comfortable five figures). And so are your chances
•to go right to the top;
All it takes to become a store manager is
•initiative, brains, and just plain hard work.
Plus our comprehensive training program.
Where you'll get excellent training pay.: And
invaluable experience. For unequalled opportunity in this exciting retailing industry, see
'.your Placement Director. Of send your resume
now to the College Recruiting Manager, Stop
:& Shop /Bradlees, 397 "D" Street, South Bos•'lon, Massachusetts 02210.

INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED ON CAMPUS,
FEB. 11

Sfop*Shop ¥M Bradltis
Stacfepole,
115

sstrcct
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To Canterbury

Crew Travels...

Cub Swimmers Drop Fifth
The Frosh Swimming team put
up a valiant right Saturday but it
wasn't enough as they were overcome by Canterbury 70-24. Although without the services of ace
freestyler Derek Mansell, several
new faces appeared in Coach Don
Barrows lineup, so things could
be looking- up for our winless aquamen.
Today, they are at Westminster
Academy for a meet at 3:15 p.m.
Mike Selfert opened the scoring
for the Bantams with a third in
"the 200 yard freestyle. Chip Riehl
placed second in the 50 yard freestyle, on 4/10 of a second behind
the winner. Bob Walker then placed
second in the 200 yard Individual
Medley to make the team scores
27-7.
Jerry Ferrari finished third in
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the diving competition, while Bob
D'Agostino netted second in the
100 yard Butterfly. Chip Riehlthen
took the only first place that the
Bantams would have all day, winning the 100 yard freestyle with a
time of 57.2, David Livingston
placed third in the 100 yard backstroke, and Harvey Zendt did likewise in the 400 yard freestyle.
The Bantams then scored their only
double placement of-the day in the
100 yard Breaststroke with Jack
Braley placing second, followed
by Mike Seifert who took third.
This concluded the scoring as the
next event was the freestyle relay
in which the team of John Gottsch,
D'Agostino, Walker and Riehl was.
just nosed out.
••,,.'
The Frosh record now stands at
0 wins and 5 losses.

There's
moneyin
numbers.
Look into a career as an
Equitable actuary. If you have a way
with math, think creatively, express
yourself clearly,and work Well with
others—you can be on your way. .
As an actuary with Equitable,
you're both a technical expert and a
business executive. Your work has a
direct impact on the operations and
financial results of the company—and
you can be a prime candidate for a top
managerial spot. Your future is one of
challenge, responsibility, respect—
and the kind of salary a position like
that deserves.
Interested? Stop in at your college placement office and set up an
-appointment with' an Equitable actuv
ary. He'll/have all the facts you'lt: wantto know, including details about summer actuarial jobs at Equitable. He'll
be on campus:
• .

FEB. 17,1969

THE|EQUITABLE
The Equitable Lite Assurance Society of the United States
1285 Avenue ol the Americas. New York. New York 10019

'An Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F

t Equitable 1969

(Continued from page 8)
Then Cornell passed them and
And so we made our break into
they were second at 500 meters. the big time, a school of 1200
At about 1000 meters, George- where crew has been a varsity
town passed them. MIT and Navy sport for two years. We learned
went by in the next 500 meters, a. lot. The best crews weightllft
and Dartmouth squeaked by in the all the time they are not rowing.
sprint. The four finished sixth out We all learned to our embarof a field of eight, beating out rasment not to wear short-sleeved
Rollins and Syracuse.
shirts into the big dining halls
• After we took the shell back, where all the crews ate. (We were
we made it to the grandstand in the two lightest crews there) But
time
to watch Penn hold off we also learned that even among
Washington to win the varsitv final.; the very best competition in the
They rowed nearly flawlessly, even country, there is nothing ludicrous
in the sprint.
about our performance. Looking
That night we painted Syracuse, forward to the coming season, we
such as it is, red, under the able can say we have been there and
leadership of Coach Norman Graf. back. And that means a lot.
We lurched through the
dark 1968 Junior Varsity (Syracuse)
streets, narrowly avoiding being Bow William Young '69
run down by the local draft-ellgi- 2
John Ingram '69
Keith Pinter '69
bles showing off their GTO's. We 3
4
Steve Hamilton '70
went out to a place on the canal 5
Phil Pennington '68
where the schools in the regatta 6
David Knowlton '69
William Newbury '70
have painted their insignias, and 7
Str
John
DeLong '69
colored a bridge support with a Cox Alex Belida
'70
huge yellow 'Trinity' rimmed with
blue. They1 can't forget us now. 1968 Varsity Four (Syracuse)
Back at the fairgrounds,, a Very Bow Steve Lines '71
Don Pugh '71
drunk oarsman from Orange Coast 23
James Hubbell '70
sprayed us with a fire hose.
Str
Dan Drury '70

Give To The
Scholarship

Fund

Makes
ECAC Team,
The Trinity basketballers were
virtually idle last week, with the
exception of an exhibition game
against the New York Athletic
Club, but( a great honor fell to
Joe Pantalone, the team's talented
center,
Pantalone, by virture of his 35
points against Coast Guard and 27
against BU, was named to the ECAC
Division Three team of the week.
This quad is chosen after the statistics of outstanding players of
each week have been reviewed by
the ECAC, and it represents overall outstanding play.
In the NYAC exhibition, Trin
came out on the short end of a
115-94 score. The Bantams were
faced with a team possessing t r e mendous height and experience, the
members of which are all former
college starts. Coach Shults r e garded the game as an excellent
workout against a taller team,
one which should definitely help
the Bants in upcoming contests.
The Hilltoppers will journey to
Schenectady on Wednesday to face
a tough Union squad. This contest
will serve as a prelude to Saturday's big home encounter with this
year's toughest opponent, Rochester. The Trin freshmen will
also take to the road Wednesday
when they meet the Union frosh in
the preliminary event.

Steuber Platform...
(Continued from page 5)
ministrative organ providing the must be formed to study the future
TCC with positive, well thought of the Trinity College Senate - out student proposals. Through the where it is going and how it is
Senate, the TCC has an organiza- going to get there. The possibility
of new rules and new by-laws
tion from which student opinion
must be considered;
and student belief can, and must,
be gauged.
5) Academic Revision. Further
These proposals though have not, academic and curriculum reforms
and will not, flow from a Senate must be made to assure the full
which is organized as in the past. development of the individual and
Modifications must be imple- to assure his ability to attain inmented. I propose the formation of dividual independence and freea cabinet system, whereby com- dom;
mittees,
practical,
efficient,
6) Finance. A continuation of
progressive committees, will be the present Senate finance commitformed, with each being responsi- tee, allocating funds to the various
ble for a position paper covering student organizations;
a specific problem facing Trinity
7) Long Range Planning. The
College* These committees, head- Senate must be kept informed of
ed by interested, diligent students the actions and decisions of the
(who need not be Senators), will be present long range planning comconcrete proposals which have mittees;
been hashed out in open committee
8) Junior Adviser Selection. The
proceedings. The Senate will not be equity of the present selection of
allowed to remain a forum of junior advisers must be examined,
trivia,, but rather will be trans-" and if possible, and if at all feasiformed into a forum of action. ble, a better process must be
, Upon completion .of their reports, initiated.
or' rather upon completion of their
By no means a r e these eight
'position papers', the Senate will areas the only areas of concern
vote upon their acceptance. Once which must be given prime attenaccepted, the 'position paper', in tion, by the Senate. These a r e
concise, concrete form, will then merely eight which I consider i m be presented to" the TCC as a stu- portant, and require Immediate
dent-Senate proposal. The Senate attention. As new problems a r i s e ,
will then have made a viable con- the Senate should be in a position
tribution to the college community,
and the TCC will have a positive to react favorably, and to present
objective view of student senti- new and worthwhile proposals to
ment.
alleviate future friction, and future
As mentioned, I believe that .conflict.
there a r e eight major areas of SENATE OPERATION
Although the Senate must not be
concern WHICH NEED IMMEDIATE ATTENTION — these areas operated in too inflexible a manwill therfore be the areas covered ner so as to stifle full and free
by the COMMITTEES COMPOSING debate, it must follow the STRICT
THE CABINET. Briefly they a r e : ENFORCEMENT OFTHESENATE
1) Community Relations, most CONSTITUTION AND SENATE
notably a more equitable position RY-LAWS. Meetings must not be
must be attained by the black s t u - allowed to deteriorate Into disdents of Trinity College. Consid- organized hassles, but rather must
eration must be given to the further follow a PRESCRIBED AGENDA,
recruiting of black students to and must follow ROBERTS RULES
. Trinity, both male and female, and OF ORDER. Specifically, ATRULES will' be
to further striving for true equality TENDANCE
strictly enforced, and will not be
on the Trinity campus;
2) Social Relations. Kecentlythe flagrantly violated.
Trinity social system has come
The 1969-1970 Trinity College
under fire from various elements. Senate faces a supreme challenge,
A thorough study of the fraternity a life or death challenge. If sucsystem, and the general social cessful, a new respect and confisystem, must be made, by a com- dence will become instilled in it
mittee composed of fraternity as by the student body. If unsucess-.
well as non-fraternity individuals; fill, the Senate will either die or
3) Judiciary. There remains a face . oblivion. The only way the
serious vacuum on the Trinity Senate can hope to succeed is if,
campus regarding a fair and equit- it has the full support of the stuable judiciary system; this must dent body from the beginning — .
alienation cannot be allowed to
be alleviated.
4) Senate Revision. A committee , stagnate: the Senate again. Student,

apathy must be overcome, renewed
interest is imperative. The Senate
must take the initiative, and inculcate this renewed interest
among the student body.

Conference...
(Continued from page V
faculty before the Administration
and Trustees. He will also be
permitted to attend as a non-voting :
member all elected and appointed
committees that serve the Faculty,
with the exception of the Committee on Appointments and Promotions.

Placement
WEDNEDAY, FEBRUARY 5
Bethlehem Steel Company U.H..C. 1
Chemical Bank New York Trust
Company - B.H., C. 2
Time, Inc. - B.H. C.3
C o n n e c t i c u t Mutual Life
Insurance Company - B.H., C. 4
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY'S

.The Proctor.& Gamble Company:
Sales - B.H., C.i
Peat, Maiwick, Mitchell &
Company - B.H., C. 2
Hartford Insurance Group - B.H.,
C.3

•

•

•

••••;

:

'•

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY?
First National City Bank (New
York) - Elton Lounge
Republic Steel - B.H., C. 1
Norden Division of United
Aircraft - B.H., C. 2
Sikorsky Aircraft - B.H., C. 3
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10
, Chubb & Son -B.H,, C. 1
'
John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company - B.H., C. 2
West Virginia Pulp and Paper
Company - B.H., C.3
Connecticut Bank & Trust
Company - B.H., C. 4
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11
Jones. Laughlin Steel Company :
B.H,, C. 1
Polariod Corporation - B.H., C. 2
Stop & Shop ~ B.H., C. 3
Marsh & McLennan - B.H., C. 4
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Late-Breaking News

Crew Travels to Syracuse

by Kieth Pinter
The fairgrounds were built in the came in second to Navy, beating
Editor's note: The Trinity crew thirties in a post-depression move Rollins and Syracuse. Both boats
will soon be on the River in to get the state's farmers back on were put in Friday repechages.
preparation for the upcoming their feet, and no effort was spared
season. In this first of two articles, to make It enormous, impressive,
Weather No Better
Kieth Pinter tells of what and garish. The architecture of the
On Friday, the weather was no
huge barracks, exhibition halls,
happened at Syracuse following and livestock centers is quali- better for the JV race. There was
last year's season. In the second tatively reminiscent of the Connec- again a strong headwind. We were
part, appearing next week, he will ticut State Capitol or the Mus- racing Navy, Northeastern, and
give an in depth preview of the klngom County Courthouse In Rutgers in the JV race. After settling to about 35 strokes/min. we
Zanesville, Ohio.
crew.
The weather, which had been hot rowed a fairly strong first 1000
Last spring, the Trinity crew and humid for the last several meters. In the middle of the race,
ended an outstanding season by regattas at Syracuse, was mild we took the stroke up three for
sending our JV eight and a and clear. Before the race days, thirty strokes, but then settled
varsity four to the Intercollegiate we would go out and row easily back down too low, lost Rutgers
Rowing Association's 66th Annual for two hours a day on a surviving after a fight, and finished forth. In
Regatta on Onondaga Lake in section of the old Erie Canal, the four's repechage, the first two
Syracuse, N.Y., June 13-15. Trin- which connects with the west end were to qualify for the finals on
ity received the bid when the JV of Onandaga. Everyone rowed out Saturday. The wind had calmed
came in a close second at the Dad of the Syracuse University boat- down some. They beat Syracuse and
Vail Regatta in Philadelphia, the house, where quonset huts had been came in second to MIT.
(Peter Devine)
small college championships.
erected to accommodate all the
Saturday there was a mist on the
Bob Harrity, Trinity's number two squashman, takes a breather In
The four was made up of two shells, and every time a boat lake, and a steady drizzle that beFriday's match against Dartmouth.
members of the varsity and two rowed past the boathouse on the came off and on midway through the
freshmen. Both crews went on a canal everyone on the shore would afternoon. An enormous crowd had
twice-a-day rowing schedule after stop what he was doing and scruti- gathered on the shore, stretching
exam week to prepare for their nize every move.
the full 2000 meters, and a large
rapid rise into the big-time.
The IRA regatta was held at spectator fleet of pleasure boats
The IRA is ordinarily the big- Poughkeepsie on the Hudson up was anchored on the south side
gest college regatta in the states; until 1950, but was moved because of the course. When we rowed
by Peter Devine
it was overshadowed this last year of the perenially rough water. out for the JV Petite Final, which
It was a pleasure for once to was Earl Millard, losing to Dave only by the Olympic Trials. With Trinity
stopped attending the would determine places 7 through
watch a squash match that was not Miskell 18-16, 15-9, and 15-5. the exception of Harvard and Yaie, President's Cup Regatta there in 13, we had to row right through it.
Number seven man Mike Ram- which race on the Thames in New '68 after nearly being swamped Middleaged bankers, already half
decided until the final game. What
till this point had been a season seur did not give up without a fight London on the same weekend, all two years in a row. In 1950 and in the bag, leaned over Chris Craft
of feast or famine (predominant- as he went down to a 3-2 defeat at the big university crews came. 1951, the IRA was held on the Ohio rails to ask us where we were from. ,
ly famine) for Trin ended with last the hands of Pete Anderson, those In non-Olympic years, the IRA, River at Marietta, Ohio. It flooded When we reached the line the drizFriday's contest with Dartmouth games ending in 15-11, 10-15, 12- like all the other big university both years. It was moved to zle had turned, into" rain, but the
regattas except for the Eastern Syracuse in 1952, and when the JV wind had died down enough so that
and a score of 5-4 rather than 15, and 15-11, and 16-14.
If- tomorrow's match with Ara- Sprints, is three miles, but every rowed out for our first heat on the water was almost flat.
9-0. Unfortunately, the Dathmen
g-ot the shorter end of the stick. herst turns out to be another four years It is shortened to the Thursday, it was apparent that the
We rowed our best race that day,
It was also good to see number close one, let's hope that the Dath- Olympic distance of 2000 meters IRA's luck was holdingtrue. There The power was smoflth and even,
(about
1
1/4
miles),
which
is
what
was a strong headwind blowing out
one man Peter Wiles in firm con- men come up with the better half
the smaller schools like Trinity of the west, setting up a good chop We had a fight with Brown almost
trol as he battled Greg Cook of the this time.
identical to the one in the first
ordinarily
race.
on the lake.
Hanoverians. "I've never seen him
heat. The field was very tight
Syracuse could be regarded as a
play this well," said manager Steve
Penn, Brown, and Princeton right up to the end, and. although,
pretty city only by a lifelong re- were the competition. We were in we finished sixth we were no more
Jianakoplos. And play well he did.
9
sident of Worcester, Mass. Onon- the outside lane, and thus the least than two lengths behind the crew
Despite spells of carelessness in
daga Lake is too close to town to protected from the wind. It was a that finished first. We placed
the first and second games, he
be fashionable, and was grabbed long race. We had a strong start, twelfth among JV crews, beating
easily carried them off with scores
up by the heavy industries on its and were second to Penn after 200 out the University of Wisconsin,
of 15-11 and 15-5. Cook's quick,
eastern shore, which has killed meters. At 500 m, Princeton made with its untold'thousands of stustrong, almost brutal style got him
Stu Hamilton led the Bantams off all the wildlife in it.
in trouble as his low shots
. its move and passed us. At 1000 dents and Its big rowing program.
We went up several days before m, we were still a little ahead of
repeatedly found the front boundary to victory as Norwich and FairThe four raced late in the afterfield fell to a resurgent Trinity the regatta, and were put up, along Brown. We had a dogfight with
grating.
noon. The rain had stopped, the
fencing
squad,
16-11
and
20-7,
with
all
the
other
crews,
on
the
The third game was by far the
for the next 500 m, when they water was calm, and there was a.
in the triangular grounds of the New York State them
closest. Cook made a strong r e - respectively,
pulled away. The four did better. slight tailwind. The four had
meet
on
Saturday,
bringing
the
Fair, on the, south shore of the Stroke Dad Drury '70andDonPugh worked out a new start, and was
covery which seemed to momenlake, just downwind of a huge mill '71 had felt ill the day before,
tarily fluster Wiles who had dif- team's record to 3-2.
Foil and sabre were the key run by the Crucible Steel Corp. but they got off to a fine start, and in front for the first 200 meters.
ficulty returning spme beautifully
(Continued on page 7)
placed shots. Nevertheless, the weapons for the Hilltoppers as
they
prepared
for
an
upcoming
Trinity junior took hold of~ the
situation and regained control to match with Dartmouth, Thursday,
at 7:30 p.m.
win the match 15-11.
In the early stages, it seemed
Number two and three ranking
Bants, Bob Harrity and Mike that no wins would be needed for
Beautyman seem to have had a the epee team as the foils won
common problem: an inability to their first 12 bouts while sabre
make the easy shot and yet able to added 8 of 12.
Overall, foilists took 14 of their
return what would appear to be an
impossibly placed ball. The longer 18 fights. Sabre grabbed 13 of 18,
Geoff Scott.was on the court, the and epee came through with a
These
were team
hotter he got and the more dis- 9-9 split.
heartened Harrity got. Scott would triumphs with Hamilton being the
follow one great shot with a still only standout.
As premier foil, Hamilton was
better one, carrying away three
consecutive matches 15-10, 15-7, unbeatable in his six bouts. He
was strongly reinforced by fresh15-8.
"Whether disgusted at 'dropping man Paul Meyendorff, 5-1, and
his second match with, a score of Scott Sutton, 3-1.
Co-captaln and number one
16-15 or merely fatigued, Captain
Mike Beautyman looked tired in sabre, Joel Greenspan won three
his bout with the Indians' Jim of four before taking himself out
Smith. Nonetheless, Beautyman to let freshman Bob Watts gain
never relented, making what were some experience. Watts added two
very nice put-aways to the end. , Convincing wins to the Trin total.
The first match ended 15-13 and Both Marshall Garrison and Paul
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO GIVE
the third and final one Beautyman Cullen earned 4-2 marks in the
dropped by a margin of 15-^7, three-way duel.
SENIORS AND GRADUATES COMPLETE DETAILS ON
Two different men were used in
On the brighter side, Norm Hannay in the fifth spot, came up with the third epee slot. Against' Faira 3-2 victory following a see-saw field, Arthur Adams started, while
battle against Gerry Hills of Dart- Mike, Paszek opened against
mouth. Hannay won the first, third, Norwich. Only co-captain Jack
and fifth matches with scores of Luxemburg had a winning record
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER OF VTOL AIRCRAFT
,. 15-11, 15-10, and 15-11 while for the epees as he reeled off
dropping the second and fourth three quick victories in four fights.
The,"Professor," Trin's coach,
15.17 and 11-15.
Gerald Pring, has said that bouts
See your College Placement Office now for an appointment on:
Also victorious for the Trinmen should be won by 5-0 or 5-1
were Spencer Knapp who defeated scores. Both foil and sabre apTerry Shumaker in games of 15-9, proached the Professor's orders
15-11, 11-15 and 15-7, and Nick with a winning margin of 5-2.
In the upcoming Dartmouth
Booth over Bob Lider with scores
of 8^15, 15-10, 15-11,'and 15-5. match, the Bants probably play
On the not-so-light side, Pete the favorite's role. Last year, at
Campbell dropped three in a row Dartmouth the fencers garnered a
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, Stratford, Conn. • Division of United Aircraft Corp. • An Equal Opportunity Employer
to Justin Stanley, 15-11, 15-4, and narrow win. And they now have
momentum
going
for
them.
15-6. Also giving up three straight

Indian® Win Squeaker
Trim

Hamilton Key
In Fencers
Double Win
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